
MPP ACADEMY SNAPSHOT

An Early Outreach Medical School Preparation Program

The Medical Physician Preparation (MPP) Academy is delivered in a

hybrid format (online and on-campus) over a 2-4 year period, depending on student grade level.

Summer Programming (On-Campus)

MPP Academy students will participate in a 4-5 week on-campus

summer intensive program over a 2-4 year period.

Academic Year Programming (Online)

MPP Academy students will participate in weekly academic and

career preparation activities, 2-4 hours per week, during the

academic year (Fall, Winter, and Spring semesters).

Our big goal is to increase the diversity among doctors who are

underrepresented in the physician workforce from the current rate

of 11% to 25% by 2035. We are committed to building a pipeline of

future medical students, as early as 4th grade, that is more

representative of the U.S. population.
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Academic Preparation for Pre-Med

Course work

Knowledge to Become a Competitive

Applicant for Medical School

�

�

Career Exploration & Planning

1 Week International Study Abroad Trip

�

�

4-5 Week Summer Program at a Top

University Campus

MPP Podcast

�

�

Participate in Weekly Academic &

Career Preparation Activities

Personal Strategic Action Planning: “A

Roadmap to Your Future Career”

�
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First Aid, CPR, BLS, AED, and HIPAA

Certifications

Visits to Local Hospitals & Clinics

�
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Clinical Simulation Activities

Academic Skills Development &

Writing Courses

�
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Medical School Tours

Mentorship

�
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College & Medical School Admissions

and Financial Aid Advising

Social-Emotional Skills & Resiliency

Training

�
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Social & Cultural Activities

Preparation for the MCAT Entrance Exam
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Career Coaching for Professional &

Personal Development

Service Learning Activities

International Experience Trip

1 University Location Outside of the U.S.A

Students will attend a 1 week on-campus MPP Academy summer intensive program at 

a well-respected University/medical school outside of the U.S. This study abroad trip 

will raise global awareness through students experiencing first-hand what it’s like to 

practice medicine internationally.

Additionally, students will learn about the social, economical, and environmental

factors that affect the health of patients and populations in a healthcare system

outside of the USA, with a particular focus on understanding the health inequities that 

exist between patient populations.

Unique Hybrid Model: Opportunity to travel to three different universities for in-person 

class sessions and interact virtually in live face-to-face online class sessions using a 

robust online learning management system.

Capstone Project with Support in Thematic Groups: Small groups of students using a 

common approach work collaboratively to complete their own “Individual Personal 

Strategic Action Plan” to discover their core personal values, conduct a career field 

analysis, choose and explore their career of interest and specialty, and develop a road-

map to reach their career goal.

Intimate Cohort of U.S. and International Students: Students interact with highly

accomplished class mates from different communities across the globe that have

similar professional ambitions.

Due to COVID-19, the international experience trip has moved online.

For more information, please inquire with the MPP Academy office.


